Visit SMOKE DETECTOR
Detects smoke and alerts
you via a receiver(s)

HOME & SAFETY
comfort
Meet the Transmitters

T

he wireless transmitters detect the sound, alert
you to fire or if pressed, send a signal to your
choice of receivers.

Visit DOOR
TRANSMITTER
Detects the sound of your
doorbell ringing and
alerts you via a receiver

The Visit Door Transmitter helps you
to notice when the doorbell rings, no
matter if you are several rooms away.
It signals the Visit receiver that notifies
you with your own choice of flashes,
sounds and vibrations. This way you
will always know when the guests arrive.
*NOTE: the Bellman Door Transmitter requires
at least ONE Bellman Visit Receiver to operate.

Visit PUSH BUTTON
DOOR TRANSMITTER

The Bellman™ Visit Push Button Transmitter
is part of the Visit smart home system that
helps you to keep tabs on your home. It
works as a wireless doorbell and tells you
when guests are at the door, so you can keep
track of the comings and goings in your home.
When pressed, it will send a signal to the Visit
Receivers that notifies you with your own choice
of flashes, sounds and vibrations.
Visit Receivers to notify you are the Visit Flash, Visit
Pager or the Visit Portable Receiver.
The push button transmitter can also be used as a
personal alarm to notify a relative or caregiver that
you need assistance.

Visit TELEPHONE
TRANSMITTER
Detects the sound of your
phone ringing and alerts you
via Bellman™ Visit Receiver(s)

The Bellman™ Visit Telephone Transmitter is the part of
the Bellman™ Visit system that alerts you to incoming
telephone calls.
The installation is extremely easy, simply plug the
Telephone transmitter into the telephone socket. When
activated by an incoming telephone call, the Telephone
transmitter sends a radio signal to the Bellman™ Visit
receiver(s) for alerting. For an audible amplied sound use
the Bellman™ Visit Telephone Transmitter together with
the Bellman™ Visit Portable Receiver.
When disconnecting the telephone cord the Telephone
transmitter (“Multipurpose transmitter”) can also be
used as a Push-button transmitter or pager.
*NOTE: the Bellman™ Visit Telephone Transmitter requires
at least one Bellman™ Visit Receiver to operate.
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The Bellman Visit Smoke Alarm
is a photoelectric (optical) smoke
alarm that includes a 9V battery.
It can be used in conjunction with
any of the Bellman Visit receivers
which will, if within range, detect smoke and smoldering
fire at an early stage. Once activated by smoke it sends a
radio signal to the Bellman Visit receivers for clear alerting.
The Alarm has a low battery alert to indicate when batteries
need replacement. It is mounted on the ceiling, just like
ordinary smoke alarms.
*NOTE: the Bellman Visit Smoke Alarm requires at least
ONE Bellman Visit receiver to operate. The receivers that
you can choose to be alerted by are either the Bellman
Flash, Pager or Visit Alarm Clock, which can be purchased
separately or as a package.

Visit BABY CRY TRANSMITTER

TThe Bellman Visit Baby Cry Transmitter alerts you to
your baby crying. It is wireless and extremely easy to use,
simply place it upright near the baby. When the Baby Cry
transmitter is activated by crying it sends a radio signal to
the Bellman Visit receiver to alert you.
The sensitivity of the Baby Cry transmitter
can be adjusted to best suit your needs.
*NOTE: the Bellman Visit Baby Cry
Transmitter requires at least one
Bellman Visit Receiver to operate.
It is recommended to use the Bellman
Visit Pager during the day and the
Bellman Visit Bedshaker with the Bellman
Visit Pager Charger in the evening.

